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Overview
At the Kirrwan Institute, we understaand that it is critical to havve an analysis about race, ethnicity,
e
and other
forms of hierarchy. We
e also undersstand that this analysis is not a commu
unications straategy or a fraaming
strategy. It is not enough to say thatt we must talkk about race. That is only the
t first step. We must also
o learn
through re
esearch how to
t talk about race
r
in a transsformative way so that race
e is no longer seen
s
as a nece
essary
divide, butt something that can help define
d
and rele
ease our colle
ective creative capacity. Forr example, we
e have
discovered
d that just talkking about disp
parities based on race and ethnicity
e
may have
h
a negativve impact on efforts
e
to generatte support forr race conscious programs. We must also
o understand how race ope
erates in our minds,
m
both explicitly (in our co
onscious mind) and implicitlyy (in our unconscious mind)).
s
that even when we
w are not talkking about racce, we are thin
nking about it. This notion is easy
Research suggests
to understtand when we
e consider how
w visible race has been in th
he social, econ
nomic, and po
olitical history of the
United States. Race has
h been—an
nd continues to be—a strrong force in
n determining
g how
nity is distribu
uted in our socciety. Also, race influences many of the important deccisions
opportun
we makke in our perssonal, professional, and soccial lives: whe
ere we live, who
w our friend
ds are,
which political
p
candidates we votte for, and which
w
social programs
p
we support. For most
Americans, all of these issues include some
s
considerration of race.
d by a set of very subtle “ssymbolic attitudes” that de
evelop
Research also suggests that most off us are guided
from our earliest experriences—attitu
udes like raciaal prejudice or liberal/conse
ervative political ideology. These
attitudes, often invisible
e to us, are so
o powerful th
hat they can control
c
our po
osition on critiical issues involving
race—issu
ues like afford
dable housing
g, affirmative action, schoo
ol integration,, and even th
he size and ro
ole of
governme
ent.
ws how racialized meaning has
h been used to harm all pe
eople and disttort our demo
ocratic
Our researrch also show
ideals and our economic vitality. Raciialized barrierss to opportun
nity retard the life chances of
o Whites as well
w as
n equal meassure. We are aware that racial
r
justice is in everyon
ne’s interest and
a
is
Blacks, altthough not in
consistentt with strong democratic
d
ide
eals.
he way we thin
nk about, talk about, and acct on race can have a significcant positive impact on effo
orts to
Shifting th
promote social
s
justice in critical are
eas including criminal justicce, law enforrcement, educcation, health care,
housing and
a
employme
ent. To facilittate this shiftt at the Kirwaan Institute, we
w have initiated an innovative
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research and scholarship focus that we call a “transformative agenda around race.” This research domain
includes two central foci: “Talking About Race” and “Race in the Mind.”
Race in the Mind
In this relatively new research domain, we are examining the processes by which attitudes and ideas about
race impact and mediate the relationship between race and opportunity and how these effects can be
mitigated. We approach this body of work with the understanding that racialized barriers around
opportunity—the dramatically unequal distribution of benefits and burdens in our society— are fueled and
perpetuated principally by a concept that we call “structural racialization.” In this context, structural
racialization is defined broadly as the complex process by which policies, institutions, organizations, people,
history, cultural messages, and systems interact to create and perpetuate racial inequality. Because of our
successful work in this research area, we understand that racialized barriers to opportunity in the U.S are
multiple, interactive, reinforcing and cumulative over time. For example, a structural racialization analysis
reveals the multiple conditions that negatively impact student performance in racially segregated metropolitan
schools, and also illuminates the reinforcing relationships between student success, neighborhood conditions,
affordable housing, access to mental and physical health resources, and other “opportunity structures.”
Through our work on structural racialization, we have learned that the subtle forces and relationships that
create and perpetuate racial inequality are often not visibly fueled by racist intent. Racialized outcomes do not
require racist actors. However, we also know that the ways in which individuals think about race—how race
resonates, explicitly and implicitly, in our minds—have significant implications for social justice and access to
opportunity. For example:


An investigation of bail‐setting in Connecticut found that judges set bail in amounts that were twenty‐
five percent higher for black defendants than for similarly situated white defendants. 1



A study of judicial decision making under the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 found that federal judges
imposed sentences on African Americans that were twelve percent longer than those imposed on
comparable White defendants. 2



Research on capital punishment shows that killers of White victims are more likely to be sentenced to
death than are killers of Black victims and that Black defendants are more likely than White defendants
to receive the death penalty. 3

If judges are influenced by unconscious racial bias at any level, might this also be true of elementary school
teachers, police officers, doctors, bank loan officers, tenure review committees, corporate personnel
administrators…? In a 2007 study, researchers Clark McKown and Rhona Weinstein found that “in ethnically
diverse classrooms where students reported high levels of differential teacher treatment toward high and low
achieving students, teacher expectations of European American students were between .75 and 1.00 standard
deviations higher than teacher expectations for African American and Latino students with similar records of
achievement. 4
Within this broad research domain—Race in the Mind—we have articulated four overarching goals that will
inform our research agenda moving forward. These are:
Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity
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Caalling out and pushing back against impliccit racial bias
Understanding and pushing back
b
against colorblind racissm
ng stereotype threat
Understanding and eliminatin
nsequences off overt and im
mplicit
Understanding and amelioraating the physsical and psycchological con
o color
raacial bias on Affrican Americaans and other populations of
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1) RACE IN
N THE MIND: Calling
C
Out an
nd Pushing Bacck Against Implicit Racial Biias
ole of Emotion
n in Deciding the
t Fate of the
e Nation, Proffessor Drew Westen
W
In his bookk, The Political Brain: The Ro
tells us th
hat “Irrespective of what we
w may feel and
a believe co
onsciously, most
m
White Am
mericans—inclluding
many who
o hold conscio
ously progresssive values and
d attitudes—h
harbor negativve association
ns toward peo
ople of
color.” Re
esearch also suggests
s
that most of us are guided by a set of very subtle “symb
bolic attitudes” that
develop frrom our earliesst experiencess—attitudes liike racial preju
udice or liberall/conservative
e political ideology. 5
While thesse attitudes are often invisible to us, the
ey can influen
nce the way th
hat we think about
a
race an
nd our
position on critical issue
es involving raace—issues likke affordable housing,
h
affirm
mative action, school integrration,
r
of govern
nment. Research also show
ws that these attitudes have
e enough pow
wer to
and even the size and role
trump ourr own self‐interest.
erate in whatt researchers call our “im
mplicit mind,” the part of the brain thaat we
Symbolic attitudes ope
commonly call the
t “subconsccious” or the “unconscious.” Often, thesse implicit attitudes
e in conflict with
w attitudes located in ou
ur conscious mind,
m
or whatt we explicitlyy think
are
about race. So
o for example, an elemen
ntary school teacher
t
may say—and exp
plicitly
he has equal expectations for all of herr students, wh
hile in fact, im
mplicit
believe—that sh
raccial bias lowerrs her expectaations for stud
dent of color and
a stimulatess subtle differrences
in the way she behaves towaard these students. What scholars and social scientist call
“w
white privilege” is a form of this implicit raacial bias. It is the collective
e unconscious belief
thaat White pe
eople are entitled
e
to a position at
a the top of an imaagined
social/political/economic hieraarchy.
uggests that, typically, our subconscious attitudes are
e less egalitariian than our conscious
c
attittudes.
Westen su
When we talk about racce, we have th
he opportunityy to examine and challenge
e these attitud
des and to rein
nforce
our conscious beliefs. If we do not talk
t
about racce, our more negative impllicit attitudes about race arre left
ged.
unchalleng
plications for Criminal
C
Justicce and Education
Implicit Raacial Bias: Imp
By using a structural raccialization analysis at the Kirrwan Institute
e, we have devveloped a goo
od understand
ding of
the condittions and relationships thaat create and
d perpetuate dramatically high incarcerration rates among
a
African American
A
men
n and seriou
usly low‐perfforming scho
ools in raciallly segregate
ed low‐opporrtunity
communitties of color. With
W this underrstanding, we have propose
ed and worked
d with metrop
politan commu
unities
to implem
ment a range of place‐base
ed interventio
ons designed to eliminate racialized strructural barrie
ers to
success an
nd move Africcan Americanss and other marginalized po
opulations closer to areas of
o high opporttunity.
What we are
a only begin
nning to investtigate is the in
nfluence of sub
btle implicit raacial bias on taangible outcom
mes in
the criminal justice and education dom
mains, not only how implicitt bias affects outcomes
o
for people
p
of colo
or, but
t
populatiions internalize and respond
d to implicit raacial bias.
also how these
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As noted above, research suggests that the ways in which judges and teachers “process” race in their implicit
minds can negatively influence their judgments and behavior toward people of color. In the judicial arena,
implicit racial bias can influence decisions made not only about individuals but about policy as well. For
example, the dramatically unbalanced penalties for the possession/sale of powder cocaine and crack cocaine—
two forms of the same drug—cannot be examined without attention to race. In its 1977 report, The U.S.
Sentencing Commission found that "nearly 90 percent of the offenders convicted in federal court for crack
cocaine distribution is African‐American while the majority of crack cocaine users [are] white.” Crack cocaine is
the only drug for which the first offense of simple possession can trigger a federal mandatory minimum
sentence. Before 2010, possession of 5 grams of crack cocaine could trigger a 5 year mandatory minimum
sentence. Possession of any quantity of any other substance by a first‐time offender—including powder
cocaine—is a misdemeanor offense punishable by a maximum of one year in prison." (21 U.S.C. 844).6 Since
1986, defendants caught with 500 grams of powder cocaine received the same punishment, five years in
prison, as defendants convicted of possessing only five grams of crack cocaine, a sentencing ratio of 100‐1. In
August of 2010, President Obama signed a new law that will close, but not eliminate, the long‐disputed gap in
federal sentencing for the sale and use of crack vs. powder cocaine. The new law reduces the disparity, cutting
the ratio to about 18‐1. 7
In the education arena, research on the effects of implicit racial bias by elementary and secondary school
teachers and administrators on student performance is relatively new and, as yet, somewhat unsubstantial.
However, race‐based disparities in school discipline are well documented. Researchers Anne Gregory, Russell J.
Skiba and Pedro A. Noguera suggest that:
Although our national discourse on racial disparity tends to focus on academic outcomes—the so‐called
achievement gap—in school districts throughout the United States, Black, Latino, and American Indian
students are also subject to a differential and disproportionate rate of school disciplinary sanctions,
ranging from office disciplinary referrals to corporal punishment, suspension, and expulsion (Krezmien,
Leone, & Achilles, 2006; Wallace, Goodkind, Wallace, & Bachman, 2008). Ostensibly, the intent of school
disciplinary interventions is to preserve order and safety by removing students who break school rules
and disrupt the school learning environment and, by setting an example of those punished students, to
deter other students from committing future rule infractions. However, schools tend to rely heavily on
exclusion from the classroom as the primary discipline strategy (Arcia, 2006), and this practice often has a
disproportionate impact on Black, Latino, and American Indian students. The use of school exclusion as a
discipline practice may contribute to the well‐documented racial gaps in academic achievement. 8
In the investigation of implicit racial bias in our schools, the larger question continues to be if primary and
secondary school teachers harbor implicit racial bias, how prevalent it is and how and to what degree this bias
influences student performance and achievement in the classroom. However, we must
also ask if the differential and disproportionate rate of disciplinary action against African
American students is explained, to any degree, by implicit feelings of racial hostility and
resentment toward students of color by teacher and school administrators.
While a large‐scale definitive investigation of the impacts of implicit racial bias in the
criminal justice and education arenas is relatively new, an investigation of the psychological
and physical effects of implicit bias on individual people of color is even less substantial, (with the exception of
research on stereotype threat). However, several hypotheses are emerging. For example, some researchers
Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity
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suggest that the significant disproportionately high incidence of pre‐term births among African American
woman is linked to the stress produced by racism and especially by implicit racial bias. 9 Other researchers
suggest that the stress caused by subtle racism worsens many of the health problems experienced by African
Americans and other people of color. Other researchers suggest that the cognitive and psychological costs
associated with coping with and managing implicit racial bias (“subtle discrimination”) actually place some
African Americans and other people of color at a cognitive disadvantage; in other words, when mental
resources are being used to cope with racism, they may not be readily available for other cognitive tasks. 10
Implicit Racial Bias: Principal Research Questions
We have identified the following research questions to guide the implicit racial bias work at the Kirwan
Institute:
1) What is the social/psychological basis of implicit racial bias?
2) Can individual implicit racial bias be prevented/controlled/eliminated?
3) How pervasive is implicit racial bias in the U.S. population?
4) How does implicit racial bias influence public policy?
5) What are the psychological and physical effects—including stereotype threat—that implicit racial bias
has on populations of color in the U.S.?
6) In what ways and by what mechanisms does implicit racial bias distort perceptions of social
equality and influence the behavior of Whites?
7) At what level (frequency, intensity) does implicit racial bias influence decisions made by
individuals in positions of power and influence?
8) How can we mitigate the consequences of implicit racial bias in the criminal justice and education domains?
9) Do implicit association tests accurately measure implicit racial bias?
Implicit Racial Bias: Suggested Readings
Please see Appendix.
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2) RACE IN
N THE MIND: Understandin
ng and Pushing
g Back Againsst Colorblind Racism
R
ericans believe
e that every ciitizen has an equal
e
opportu
unity to benefiit from the be
est that Americca has
Many Ame
to offer, to
o fully develop
p the potentiaal that resides in each of us from
f
birth, an
nd that race haas no impact on
o this
opportunity.
o
T notion—and the attitud
This
des, behaviors, and policies that stem from
m it—
iss called “colorrblindness.” In
ndividuals who
o embrace a colorblind
c
fram
me often searrch for
in
nformation to
o support it. So, for exam
mple, successsful people of
o color like Oprah
O
Winfrey,
W
Tiger Woods, and Barack
B
Obamaa are offered as
a proof that anyone
a
can acchieve
success
s
in Am
merica regardless of race. A colorblind
d interpretatio
on of racial hyper‐
h
segregation
s
in
n our cities sim
milarly focusess on individual autonomy, holding
h
that people
p
of
o color freelyy choose to live with each other. How
wever, a large
e body of ressearch
indicates that many Affrican Americans and Latin
nos live in low opportunitty, segregated
d communitie
es not
because of
o preference, but because they face a range
r
of strucctural obstacles to housing
g in stronger, more
diverse ne
eighborhoods.
d attitudes, be
ehaviors, and policies often have disparrate racial efffects, and the
erefore functiion as
Colorblind
forms of racism. Misperrceptions abou
ut, or denial off structural barriers to raciall equality in th
he United State
es can
o
to policies and programs de
esigned to eliminate barriers to opportunity in housing,
lead to opposition
education, health care, and other critical life domaains. If we fasshion our prog
grams and po
olicies as if racce and
n longer mattter in the distrribution of soccial and econo
omic benefits and
a burdens, these
t
program
ms and
ethnicity no
policies are likely to dee
epen racial ineq
quality, regard
dless of their in
ntent.
d racism is a ve
ery nuanced pssychological phenomenon:
Colorblind
 So
ome people experience
e
a condition
c
thatt social scienttists call “straategic colorblindness,” the belief
th
hat talking ab
bout race is itself a racisst act becausse it requires an overt re
ecognition of racial
diifferences.
 So
ome people are colorblind
d because th
hey embrace the propositiion that race
e has no biological
fo
oundation and
d is, therefore, an arbitrary social
s
construcction without substance.
s
 Others
O
believe that civil rightts laws have done
d
their job and that marrginalized populations of color no
lo
onger need leg
gal protection from discrimin
nation.
 Many
M
individuaals and group
ps experience
e colorblindne
ess because they
t
are unaw
ware of signiificant
sttructural disparities betwe
een Whites and
a
populatio
ons of color in critical op
pportunity do
omains
in
ncluding educaation, employm
ment, housing
g, health and health
h
care.
 Others
O
are awaare of racialize
ed disparities in the distributtion of benefits and burden
ns in our society but
th
hey believe thaat these differrences are a matter
m
of indivvidual volition and responsib
bility, that eve
eryone
haas an equal op
pportunity to benefit from the
t best that America has to
t offer—thro
ough hard worrk and
pe
erseverance—
—regardless off the person’s race.
 Others
O
are awaare of and sup
pportive of raccialized barriers to opportunity and use colorblind
c
raciism to
m
mask
their own
n racial bias and resentment.
Kirwan Insstitute for the
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Still others experience a form of individualized colorblind exceptionalism, insisting that some of their
Black and Brown friends and acquaintances and some celebrities of color have transcended race.

Most of these people want to relegate race and racial inequality to a place of invisibility and silence. The central
problem with this ideology is that, as Tim Wise has said, if “we don’t call [racism] out and name it, division and
inequity become normalized.”11
Typically, colorblind racists oppose programs designed to ameliorate the consequences of past racial
inequality—programs like equal opportunity employment and school integration—but they insist that this
opposition has nothing to do with race. Instead they complain about “reverse
discrimination” and burdensome federal spending and call for a return to
neighborhood control of schools. While color‐blind racists readily acknowledge past
racial injustice, they insist that current civil rights laws prohibit racial discrimination
and, besides, they had nothing to do with those injustices. Colorblind opponents of
President Obama insist that their opposition has nothing to do with his race. Among
those who refute this position is former President Jimmy Carter.
"I think an overwhelming portion of the intensely demonstrated animosity toward President Barack
Obama is based on the fact that he is a black man, that he's African American. I live in the south, and I've
seen the south come a long way, and I've seen the rest of the country that shared the south's attitude
toward minority groups at that time, particularly African Americans. And that racism inclination still
exists. And I think it's bubbled up to the surface because of the belief among many white people, not just
in the south but around the country, that African Americans are not qualified to lead this great country.
It's an abominable circumstance, and it grieves me and concerns me very deeply." 12
Designing and implementing strategies to overcome colorblind racism is a very nuanced process. For example,
research suggests that exposing uninformed individuals to information about race‐based disparities may be
effective in combating colorblind racism but only if these people have individual and collective respect,
empathy and compassion for the disenfranchised group(s). Otherwise, information about racial disparities may
serve only to reinforce negative racial stereotypes. Illuminating a structural racialization analysis can be an
effective tool for mitigating colorblind racism. This dialogue shifts the focus away from individual attitudes and
behaviors and emphasizes institutional arrangement, public policies, and other structural factors as the
principal facilitators of race‐based disparities in critical opportunity domains. Because one of the central
tenants of a structural racialization analysis is the proposition that racialized outcomes do not require racist
intent, individuals can participate in this dialogue without overt feelings of guilt.
There are at least two potential “downsides” to a structural racialization analysis: first, this analysis requires an
acknowledgement of the reality that some of the most quintessentially American institutions and policies—the
federal highway system and the GI Bill, for example—have energized racialized outcomes, something that
many Americans are not willing to do. Secondly, to be most effective, a structural racialization analysis
requires the ability to see and to understand the dynamic connections and causal relationships between
institutions, policies, social norms and political/social/economic conditions that are often presumed to be
independent. Accordingly, any effort to illuminate a structural racialization framework must be accompanied
by information about systems thinking and systems science.
Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity
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Colorblind Racism: Principal research questions
1) What are the cognitive, social and ideological foundations of colorblind racism?
2) What are the cognitive, social and ideological consequences of colorblind racism?
3) At what level and in what ways does colorblind racism influence public policy?
Colorblind Racism: Suggested Readings
See Appendix.
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3) RACE IN
N THE MIND: Understandin
ng and eliminaating stereotype threat
pe threat” is a very complex
x and nuanced
d concept. In simple
s
terms, it
i is an unconsscious responsse to a
“Stereotyp
prevailing negative sterreotype abou
ut an identifiable group by a member of that group. For example: the
statistical fact that Afrrican American
n students ge
enerally score
e lower than White
W
studen
nts on standarrdized
college en
ntrance examin
nations like the SAT, ACT an
nd LSAT gives rise
r to overly‐g
generalized ne
egative stereo
otypes
about the
e collective co
ognitive abilitty of all Africcan Americans when comp
pared to all Whites.
W
An African
A
American student who is aware of this
t
stereotyp
pe understand
ds—conscioussly or unconscciously—that it can
have negaative conseque
ences on judgm
ments made not
n only aboutt the student but
b on judgme
ents made abo
out all
African Am
mericans and that
t
these jud
dgments can limit opportun
nity. So, when
n confronted with
w a standarrdized
college en
ntrance examiination (typicaally and incorrectly perceivved as a test of
o cognitive ability),
a
the sttudent
believes that
t
poor perrformance on the exam will
w reinforce the
t
negative stereotype an
nd create neg
gative
consequen
nces for all Affrican Americaans. In a classsic stereotype
e threat scenaario, this fear creates such a high
level of stress and anxie
ety that stude
ents’ cognitive
e function is im
mpaired while
e taking the te
est and the sttudent
h actual ability. Stereotyype threat sho
ould not be co
onfused with non‐racialized
n
d “test
performs below his or her
anxiety” experienced
e
byy many test taakers.
n
the SAT,, ACT and simiilar examinatio
ons do not me
easure intellig
gence. Most off us know som
meone
As a side note,
who we consider
c
to be
e highly intelliigent who do
oes not perforrm well on th
hese kinds of standardized tests.
When the SAT was deve
eloped around
d 1926, it was called
c
the Scholastic Aptitud
de Test. At th
hat time, “aptiitude”
was a cod
de word for intelligence. “W
When these tests were origiinally develop
ped, people re
eally believed that
t
if
they did th
he job right th
hey would be able to measu
ure this sort of
o underlying, biological pottential. Often it was
called aptitude, sometim
mes they calle
ed it genes, sometimes
s
inttelligence."13 Today,
T
e Board insistss that the SAT
T does not measure innate ability.
a
What itt does
the College
measure, they
t
say, is "d
developed reaasoning," desccribed as the skills that stu
udents
develop no
ot only in scho
ool but also ou
utside of scho
ool.14 The Colle
ege Board sayys that
the SAT measures literaccy and writing
g skills that are
e needed for academic
a
succcess in
hey state that the SAT assessses how well the test takerrs analyze and
d solve
college. Th
problems—
—skills they learned in school that they will
w need in college.15 Researrchers
Nathan R. Kuncel and Saarah A. Hezlettt suggest that “…test score
es reflect deve
eloped
abilities an
nd are a funcction of innate talent, learned knowledg
ge and skills, and environm
mental factors that
influence knowledge
k
an
nd skill acquisittion, such as prior
p
education
nal opportunitties.” 16
ok at the distribution of avverage SAT sco
ores by race and
a family inco
ome suggestss that what th
he SAT
A close loo
does a ve
ery good job of measuring
g is “access to
o opportunityy.” The corre
elation between SAT score
es and
reported family
f
income
e is very high. In 2009, the highest averaage score on the
t SAT was posted
p
by stu
udents
17
who reported their fam
mily income as greater than $200,000 annually. Forr these students, high acce
ess to
e
by high SAT sco
ores, is cumulaative. Access to high perfo
orming primarry and
opportunity, generally evidenced
T scores that lead to heighttened opportu
unity to attend
d selective co
olleges
secondaryy schools leads to high SAT
Kirwan Insstitute for the
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and univerrsities which leads to greatter opportunitty to choose a life that “one has reason to
t value.”18 Despite
historic an
nd impassione
ed prognosticaations about the
t public misssion of the accademy to energize fundam
mental
democratiic values inclu
uding racial and
a
ethnic divversity, it app
pears that mo
ost highly sele
ective college
es and
universitie
es use the SAT (or the ACT) as
a a key component of theirr admissions sttrategy.
ena include Prrofessor Claud
de Steele at Co
olumbia Unive
ersity ,
Prominentt researchers in the stereotype threat are
Professor Joshua Aronson at New York
Y
University, Professor Jeff Stone at the Universsity of Arizona and
Professor Christian Lyncch at Princeton University. Steele
S
and Aro
onson conduccted ground‐breaking research to
determine
e if stereotyp
pe threat exp
perienced by African Ame
erican students could actu
ually depress their
performan
nce on difficult standardize
ed tests to a statistically
s
reliable degree.. Findings fro
om one experriment
show thatt when a diffficult verbal test
t
was presented as a te
est of ability, black studen
nts performed
d at a
significanttly lower levell than white students,
s
even
n though the two
t
groups had been statisstically match
hed on
ability leve
el.19 In anotherr experiment, white male sttudents were told—before
t
t
taking
a difficult math test—tthat Asian stu
udents generaally did bette
er on the testt than
white stud
dents. While white
w
male stu
udents do nott typically havve a sense of group
inferiority about math ability, research
hers suspected that this “prrime” would trigger
a form of stereotype
s
threat: “any falttering on the test
t
could cau
use them to be
e seen
negativelyy from the sttandpoint of positive stere
eotypes about Asians and math
20
ability.”
Researcherss hypothesize
ed that if sttereotype thrreat alone—in the
absence of
o any internalized self‐doub
bt—was capab
ble of disruptiing test performance, then white males taking
t
the test after this comment would perform
p
less well
w than whiite males takiing the test without
w
hearin
ng the
21
dicate that this is indeed wh
hat happened.
comment.. Findings ind
p
b
believe
that heavy
Ironically, many researrchers, academics, policy makers and educational practitioners
reliance on
o standardize
ed tests in th
he college adm
missions proccess—tests th
hat trigger ste
ereotype thre
eat—is
misplaced. For example, in reviewin
ng a compreh
hensive studyy of 1970‐96 Michigan
M
Law
w School alum
mni by
C
and
d Adams, Harvvard Universityy Professor Laani Guinier con
ncludes that:
Lempert, Chambers,
“T
The study con
nfirms the beenefits of affiirmative actio
on to all Mich
higan graduattes. It tells uss that
afffirmative action critics' mucch‐touted reliaance on objective measures of
o merit have little to recom
mmend
th
hem over the liife span of a laawyer. After alll, it is the life's work of the graduates
g
that is the big test.. Thus,
raather than ban
n affirmative acction, the law school
s
might do
d well to expaand its practicee and to revam
mp the
ad
dmissions criteria for all incoming law students. The Michigan stud
dy, to the deg
gree that it can
c be
geeneralized to other
o
peer insttitutions, supp
ports the position that law scchool admissio
on criteria should be
reevamped. The authors found
d no relationsh
hip between LSSAT/UGPA index scores and subsequent su
uccess
in
n the legal proffession, as meaasured by incom
me or career saatisfaction. Mo
oreover, the minority
m
graduaates of
M
Michigan,
who had appreciab
bly lower averrage LSAT scorres, nonetheleess went on to
o serve as lead
ders in
pu
ublic service at higher rates than their Wh
hite classmatees. The hidden societal costs of selection criteria
c
heeavily dependeent on the LSA
AT extend beyo
ond the Michig
gan study. Reseearch shows a negative correelation
beetween social activism
a
and performance
p
on
n the LSAT for the national pool
p of test takkers.” 22
These assessments nottwithstanding,, the tremend
dous emphasiis placed (or misplaced) on
n standardized
d test
nce in the colle
ege admission
ns process tod
day—especiallyy at highly sele
ective colleges and universities—
performan
warrants a vigorous con
ntinuing investtigation of ste
ereotype threaat so that we can mitigate its
i consequences. If
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we accept the proposition, as research suggests we must, that stereotype threat is a real phenomenon that
can substantially depress the test performance of African American students and other
students of color, then we must also recognize the probability that this phenomenon is at
least partially responsible for our inability to achieve a desirable level of racial diversity in the
nation’s best law schools. All American Bar Association (ABA)‐approved law schools require
applicants to take the LSAT as part of the admission process.23 In light of recent legal
mandates to dismantle affirmative action programs, it is likely that we will see a renewed
emphasis on the use of standardized test scores as indicators of future success in the college admissions
process.
Stereotype Threat: Principal research questions
1) Is stereotype generally recognized as a real phenomenon in scientific and education communities?
2) Does a heightened awareness of stereotype threat (as a psychological phenomenon) among
College students diminish its impact?
3) How significant is the impact of stereotype threat on the test performance of African American
and other students of color.
4) Can the effects of stereotype threat be nullified or significantly reduced when African American
and other students of color take high stakes standardized tests for college admissions.
Stereotype Threat: Suggested Readings
See Appendix.
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